DONORS

Transforming Central would like to thank the following donors for their generous contributions and continued support.

GRANTS
Bayer Bee Care
F. R. Bigelow Foundation
Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR)
Cabot’s Outdoor Fund
Capitol Region Watershed District (CRWCD)
DuPont Pioneer
Immanuel Lutheran Church
Jeanne and Gordon Shepard Family Foundation
Lex Ham Community Council
Macalester College
Marigay Foundation
Minnesota Historical Society
Minnesota Environment and Natural Resources Trust Fund
Pheasants Forever
Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation
Saint Paul Public Schools
Saint Paul Neighborhood STAR Program
Saint Paul Foundation
University of Minnesota Monarch Lab and US Forest Service

INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS
Anonymous
Mike and Patty Abbott
Steven Mundt and Debra Ahlquist
Ilene Alexander
Patricia Eaves and Stuart Alger
David and Barbara Alter
Kevin Amdahl
Alexander Annuel and Stephanie Lonetti
Craig D. Anderson
John Andrew
Nicole Anykew
Harriet Arend
Jennifer Armstrong
Meg Malde-Arnosti and Don Arnosti
Rojooli Phadke and Michael Arquin
Jennifer S. Atriola
Associated Bank
Judith and Dr. R. Auger
Cerise Ayers
Erika Backberg
Bradley Benson and Jane Baer
Walter and Virginia Bailey
Mary Al Balber
Brendan C Ballyou-Kelley
Carol Bambery
Roberta Cordano and Mary Baremore
Melinda Baxter
Karir Bearss
Scott and Ginny Beckett
Cecile Bedard
Deanna K Beldin
Virginia Belden-Charles
Janice M Beneke
Nancy and Dr. Roger Benjamin
Anne Kelly and David Berg
Stanley Berger
Thomas Bergin Jr.
David Bergstrom
Elisa Bernick and Michael Roehr
Tyler A. Berres
Brenda Besser
Bethel Christian Fellowship
Kevin D. Biehn
Gaston and Cheryl Bisssener
Adele M. Binning
Janet Bisbee
Anna Bishop
Craig Roen and Kathy Bjornson
Bruce and Beth Black
Lynn A Bliewett
Marguerite Blodgett
Emmett Donnelly and Jeanette Boerner
Mary Bolkcom
John Bonfield
Bruno J. Bornstein
Ruth Bouma Kolvereid
Art and Barbara Bowman
Marianne Ludwig and Jonathan Boylan
Timothy and Susan Brady
Jason and Vinette Branby
Adam and Jayne Branson
Raudiger Braun
Sienna B Braun
John Brodrick
Jeff and Liz Brown
Jackie A. Brueggemann
Sean A. Bryan
Feliz Buckley-Jones
Jennifer Burrsell
Michael Busch
Anne Bushnell
Anayeli Bustos Corona
George Calger
Emil Clarkson-Carlson
Carlyle Carter
Melvin W. Carter
Annie Carvalho
Henrietta D Carvalho
Mary E. Casmont
Paul and Tina Marie Casey
Roberta K Case
Linda Wittala and Casey Cavanagh
Mary and Robert Cecconi
Beth Cefalu
Anne Samson Celander
Central Class of 1946
Central Class of 1955
Central Class of 1956
Central Class of 1962
Central Class of 2013
Central Class of 2014
Central Class of 2015
Central Class of 2016
Central Drama Board
Central Roots and Shoots
Mary Cerkvenik
Ann Mulolland and Steven Cerkvenik
David Norrgrad and Mary Cerkvenik
William Chapman
Kristin H Charles
Bank Cherokee
Michael and Susan Christanson
Ryan and Christine Church
Emma C Church
Jon and Ann Cislerak
Susan M Claeyts
Tom and Claudia Clark
Jean Clausen
Jerry Felfand and Joan Cleary
Cathleen Cloisse
Liz Cochran
Laura Coleman
Connie Coleman
Concordia University
Nicholas Connolly
Judith and David Cooper
Hope Covington Schwartz
Lydia Crawford
JillM. Curran
Jean Currie
Todd and Sharon Curtis
Susan J Cushman
Paul and Catherine Dadlez
Christine M Danielson
Janice Dartt-Ayres
Craig and Betty Davies
Mark A Davis
Eugenie De Rosier
David and Wendy Dean
Diana Dean
Linda H Dech
Anne DeCoster
Debra deloyelles
Timothy Scott Jones and
Jaqueline deVries
Faith K Dietz
Maureen and Jay Dolan
Emmett Donnelly
Suzanne I Doree
Shan and David Dosland
Sara and Mahadev Dovre-Wudal
Molly Driscoll
Brian P Driscoll
Amy E. Driscoll
Madeline N. Driscoll
Larry and Elizabeth Drumm
Thomas and Suzanne Drucker
Gregory Tucker
Lori and Joseph Dufresne
Maureen McGuire and Andrew Dull
Adebh Khalid and Cheryl Duncan
Roy Dunlap
Lori Riece and J Eric Dunn
Annsara Elksky
Craig and Lois Elason
Gene and Rhoda Engelson
Mary Gallagher and Jonathan Everson
Jean M Fabel
Maicie and Kristina Fahnestock
Daniel and Janey McGeeary Farber
Christopher C Faust
Kimberly and Phil Feilmeier
Glenn P Ferlas
Marilyn Fisher
Bradley Samuel Ficile
Clara E Ficile
William and Susan Fletcher
Elizabeth Flinn
Elizabeth D Fontana
Kenneth and Barbara Ford
Milton or Emily Ford
Constance Foster
Elisabeth Currie and Derek Fried
Meredith and Jim Fritz
John and Kirsten Frost
Kendall Christen and Geraldine Fuller
Gina Bonisogni and Richard Garber
Nicholas B Gardner
Robert Garfinkele
Lucia Garino
Jeffrey Garrett
James T Garrett Jr
Marc Light and Jill Gualding
Gary and Lael Berman Gerding
Chad Giedd
Deb Gil
Patricia D Gilbert
Karen Thimmesh and David Gill
Carole Lee Gislason Hays
Terrence Garner
Jan and Barry Godes
Michael Alter and Anjali Goel
Emily L Goff
Rachel Goligoski
Thomas and Adele Greenlee
Joan M Griffin
Ann M Gross
Catherine Grundhauser
Emma Grundhauser
David and Jill Guetschow
Ellen B Guettler
Ron Guilloffe
Amy Gundemmer
Howard and Elizabeth Guthmann
Daniel Brown and Leslie Hackett
Kris and Tim Hageman
Leann Hagen
Michael J Hand
Ellen Handran
William Handsaker
Maya Hanna
Joel and Yvonne Hanson
Carol Hanss
Andrea Hauser and Chales Hardy
Anne Hartnett
Elise Haupt
Kate Havelin
Gregory P. Heberlein
Diane Levendusky and
Kate Hestrom
Careen and Eric Heegaard
James Heffrom
Dorothy Heinz
Pamela Marentette and Jessie Hennum
Cheryl Hernandez
Abby Heuckendorf
Lisa and James Heyman
Tom Hill
Matthew Hill
Carole Selin and Paul Hintz
Susan L Hinze
Jeff Benjamin and Ann Hobbie
Russell Hobbie
Sarah Hobbie
Sheila D Hoffman
Sheila Hoffman-Hicks
Peter D Hoffening
Michael Hogan
Luann Hoganson
Kris Hogquist

Please contact Transforming Central for any omissions or errors. transformcentral@gmail.com. Thank you.
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INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS (cont'd)

Carol Kaardal Hokanson
Joan Holland Jallo
Miriam Holmes
Richard L. Holst
Frances R. Homans
Kathy and Mike Hopkins
Lea A. Houdek
Lisa M. Houdek
House of Hope Presbyterian Church
Karen Hudson
John and Ruth Huss
Jean Hyslop Carlson
Immanuel Lutheran Church
Eric Jackson
Benjamin P. James
Seth James
James Johnson and Margaret Wirth-Johnson
Mrs. Mandell Johnson
Kenton Johnson
Susan F. Jones
Mary L. Jordan
Sylvia Chessen and Sam Kaplan
Tom and Emily Karlan
Mary Karlsson
Sundraya and Jeffrey Kase
Peter Keely
Kathrina Kennedy
Jane Stier Kerr
Elizabeth Kershaw
Alan Kersten
Karlynn Kester
Jan Kihm
Young Nam and Ellen Kim
Peter Lewis and Hyun Joo Kim
John A. Kingman
Eleanor Kinkead
Jessica Kimowski
Ann M. Kirby McGill
Alexandra Klass
Helen Klass/Warch
Steven T. Kluho
Lisa Kolrud Hannum
Heather E. Koop
Martha Kopp-Reedy
Gwendoly Knorrblum
Elizabeth Kramer
Marian Kramer
Sharon and Thomas Kunau
Charles Kurtz
Alvin Kwaal
Inta Laciszelce
Dana Simonson and Jon Lahti
Tom Lampros
Richard R. Lancaster
Wendy Lang
Melinda Miek and Mark Larsen
Jennifer LaSalle
Kurt and Theresa Lauber
Matthew F. Leach
Suzanne Leonard
Diane Leonovsky
Brian Horrigan and Amy Levine
Sarah Lewis
Lexington-Hamline Community Council
Dick Lidstad

David Lipset
Joan Little
Karen Louwensson
Leah Logan
John J. Lohman
Gary J. Lonetti
Jessica Looman and Jason Lonstein
Julian Lutoszal.
Joy Loughry
James Luby
Reid Lutter
Macalester College
Jim and Nan Macdonald
Nan MacDonald
Robert and Mari MacGregor
Mary MacBee
Maureen Magruder
Don Mains
Sara K Mairs
Ann and Scott Malm
Kesley Maniaci
Stephen Mann
Jodi Sanford and Steven Marchese
Daniel and Julie Marckel
Julene Maruska
Tara Mattessich
David Brown and Laura Mauro
John and Mary Mayhew
Molly McBeath
Carol MCCarty
Juliana McCormick
Michael and Helena McCormick
Deborah and Donald McCoy
Rob and Kate McCready
Michael and Nikki McClough
William and Virginia McDonald
Andrew P. Gibbon
Catherine McGuire
Mary McKeown
Kathleen McMahon
Deena and Bruce McMahon
Michael and Ann McQuillan (in honor of Rob Stupka)
Karen Mead
Judy Meinecke Quinrud
Leslie and John Mercer
Emily Metzcalo
Richard Michel
Michele Micko
Claire E Miller
Kristen Milner
Catherine Caimcross Milota
David and Karen Mingie
Susan M Mitchell
Brian Mitchell
Sarah Lewis and Mike Moberg
Beverly L. Moffett
Vanessa Monohan-Rial
Janette Kihm and Michael Moulouff
Maxine Mundt
Elsa Mundt
Luuk P. Muncie
Dana Mundonchard Roger Meyer
Anne and David Murphy
Gregory and Mary Divine Myers
Malika Naomi Dale
Brenda Natale
Jackie Nearing Onstad
Valerie Nebel
Roger Needels
Allison M Needle
Jennifer S Needle
Gary and Mary Nelsestuen
Kari Nelsestuen
David Gorg and Cynthia Nelson
Beth and Eric Nelson
Erika Nelson
Eric and Mirtha Neshim
Nedra Nichols
Ann and David O'Quallah
Jean and John O'Connell
Margie O'Kelley
Peggy Ann Reichert and Carl Ohm
Elizabeth L. Ohm
Julia Olmstead
Audrey, Peter, Roderic and Matthew Olson
Lena Olson
William Oliszewski
Heather and John Ostergren
Kathryn A. Ostle
Andrew J. Owenham
Rand Park
Barbara M Parke
Tim and Katie Parke-Reimer
Anne and Bill Parker
Joan P. Pasuk
Maggie and Rich Passmore
Jeffrey and Dawn Pauls
Katherine Pekel
Michael and Paula Pergament
Marcus Lowry and Shannon Pergament
Lawrence and Linda Peterson
Perlman
Jamesand Jean Peterson
Jon Peterson
Joshua J. Peterson
Brandt Peterson
Janine T. Pingel
Stefan Plambeck
Jeanne and Stuart Portogheze
Karin Preus
Jennifer and Doug Raeder-Devens
Lisa Randall
Theresa Reasbeck
Alaysia L. Rebensdorf
Molly Remond
Steven and Denise Donchetz Remak
Julie Remington
Sanford Resig
Alexandria J. Reyes
Patrice M Rhode
Shelby Rhodes
Rachel E. Richardson
Nora L. Riemenschneider
Amy E. Riley
Margaret Jones and Jeffrey Rieberg
Debra and Thomas Robin
Patrick and Kathy Roney
Peter and Jennifer Rosendale
Lillian Rubenstein
Diane B Runsey
Alan Ruvelson
Patricia Ryan Johnson
Rodger and Jean Sage
T. Denny Sanford
Elizabeth Saul
Michael and Elizabeth Sawyer
Charles E Sawyer
Tanya Bell and Lee Schafer
Margaret Schalcy
Frank Schildcr
Jennifer A. Schleubier
Julie Schmid
Karen Schultz
Nathan W Schutz
Todd Readinger and Susan Schultz
Erica Schumacher
Tom and Julie Schuster
Susan T. Schuster
A. Truman and Beverly Schwartz
Thomas and Janet Scott
Maia Siedzielak
Alexander Selim
Mary and Bolo Seng
Beth Severn-Hoven
David Graham Hage and Theresa Sex
Karen and Luke Shanahan
Dianna J. Shandy
Alison and JB Shank
Bryn Shank
Katherine W Shank
David Kelly and Ayasha Shard
Andrew Sherburne
Emily Sheenam
James M Shomaker
Margaret and Daniel Shulman
Tamra Shypuski King
Stacey A. Skinner
Kevin and Lynn Smith
Jerry and Sarah Smith
Stephen D Smith
Jacqueline C Smith
Eric W. Smith
Roger and Margaret Sorensen
Ashley Soukup
James Stahlmann
Shannon Stagier
Byron and Constance Stams
Sue and Peter Stein
Andrea and John Stein-Manning
Shirley Sterzel-Hanson
Kathleen Stens
Debra Jessen and Todd Strand
Rev David and Elora Street-Stewart
Mary Margaret Sullivan
Sunrise Bank
Montgomery Swann
Nicholas Swanson-Hyssell
Betsy Parrish and Reza Taghavi
Cari Templeton
Michael Tenney
Zane Thimesch-Gill
Neal Peterson
and Dwayne Thompson
Rebecca and Michael Thompson
Jill Gehbhardt and Dan Thompson
Albert and Mary Thompson
Jennifer Thompson
Jennifer Thornton
Marie E Tierney
Fatimah Talib and Josh Tilen
Krisa Tippett
Patricia Maxwell and Richard Todd
Ann Toftness
Karin and Douglas TraillJohnson
Sarah Tripple
Clarissa Trujillo
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Jeffrey J Turner
Nina and John Tuttle
Hans and Kristin Ulland
Brooke Ullery
Unity Church Unitarian of St Paul
The Uptowner Café
Kathryn and Stephen Vadhais
Brenda Venable
Kira L Vanderwert
Amy L Vargo
Arlana Vaughan
Richard Velders
Tom Vollenga
Eva Von Dassow
Ben Vulu
Carey Starr and John Waddle
Nancy Wagner PLD
Matthew and Kathleen Waite
Sean Walbran
Ren Wang
Kathryn Wasylk
Sarah Watkins Lee
Jennifer Wei
Holly and Don Weinkauf
Elizabeth Weiss Culligan
Colleen Weiss
Susan Lawrence-Smith and Jon Weissman
Jaki Wells-Cichy
Benjamin Westhoff
Norman Barrett Wilk
Iris Wilde Smith
Pamela G Wilkens
The William R. Kennedy Family Foundation
Deborah J Williams
Mark and Susan Williamson
Thomas Williamson
Sarah Wisner
Sarah Wisner
Elizabeth Wroblewski
Marlyn Benson and Thomas Wulling
Alyssa Rebersdorf and Kirk Wythers
Scott Yarosh
Eugene and Sandra Yates
Terri and Phil Yetter
Teresa J Yetter
Maureen and Robert Young
Candace M. Younghans
Anne and Thomas Yuska
Anne Hornickel Yuska
James and Lynnette Ziga
Mary and Sean Zimren
Haidée Zobenia
Ryan Zwilling
Nathan Zwinski

IN-KIND DONATIONS
A. Johnson and Sons Florist
Amidon Graphics
Amsterdam Bar and Hall
Bank Cherokee
Bibelot Shops
Bluhm Brothers
Breadsmith
Brox Chic
Cadenza Music
Cafe Latte
California Delicious
Chelsea Printworks
D’Amico and Sons
Defining You Pilates and Fitness
Dunn Bros
Express Bikes
Flirt Boutique
Frameworks
Gingko Coffeehouse
Grand Jeté
Guthrie Theater
Hands on Heart Holistic Healthcare
Haskell’s
Heartland
Italian Pie Shoppe
Jimmy John’s
Kowalski’s
Macalester College
Meritage
Mississippi Market
MN Twins
MN Vikings
Mojo Mosaics
O’Gara’s
Park Square Theater
Patina
Primp
Red Balloon
Saint Paul Hotel
Science Museum of Minnesota
Sequin
Selby Avenue Liquors
Showroom (Post Accessories)
The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra
(SPCO)
St Paul Saints
Steppingstone Theater
Villager Communications
Wuollett Bakery

TIME AND TALENT
Alice Michell
Amani Ward
Amy Gundersen
Andrea Hauser and Charles Hardy
Andy Steiner
Anne Samson Celandier Design
Anthony Jacobs
Armand McCoy
Brian Reinhardt
Bridget Moynihan
Bryn Shank
Capitol Region Watershed District
Central High School Parent Advisory Council
Central High School Drama Board
Central High School National Honor Society
Central High School Roots and Shoots
Central High School teachers, staff
and students
Chris and Ryan Church
City Council Member Chris Tolbert
City Council Member Dai Thao
Cymbalix
DeCarlo Jackson
DeVon Gray
Eleanor Heberlein
Elle Waddle
Erika Schumacher
Ethan Cherin
Gabby Z Band
Henry Benjamin
Ian Marquez
Isabelle Lutter
James and Judith Ritchart
Jean O’Connell
Jennifer and John Shepard
Joe Spencer
John Moe
Judy Lutter
Julie Printz
Julie Reiter
Kaaha Nasteexo
Katie ParkeReimer
Kris Hartman
Laura Billings Coleman
Laura Telanders Graf LTG Communications
Leila Lowry
Lex Ham Community Council
Linnrea Mohn
Lisa Houdek
Lois and Craig Eliason
Lucy West
Mara Mergens
Mary Mackbee
Mary Beth Redmond
Mary Bolkcom
Mary Calt Bayliss
Mary Devine and Gregory Myers
Matthew Shipman
Mayor Chris Coleman
Max Markell
Meg Arnosti-Southview Design
Melvin Carter III
Nathan Gagne

Olive/Murdock Meyer
Paul Tushaus-Creative Images, Inc
Peter and Jennifer Frost Rosendale
Peter Leggett
Peter Morales
Reid Lutter
Sally Gagne Design
Sandra and Eugene Yates
Sean McPherson
St Paul Central High School Foundation
Stephanie Lonne and Sasha
Amund
Thabiso Rowan
The Loose Ends
Tom Parent
Trinh Tranberg
Union Park District Council
University of Minnesota Design Center
Walker West Music Academy
Wendy Lutter

Please contact Transforming Central for any omissions or errors. transformingcentral@gmail.com. Thank you.
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